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Engineers are primarily concerned with the Engineers are primarily concerned with the 
development and design of machines, structures development and design of machines, structures p g ,p g ,
etc. etc. 

These products are often subjected to forces/ These products are often subjected to forces/ 
deformations, resulting in stresses/strains, the deformations, resulting in stresses/strains, the 
properties of materials under the action of forcesproperties of materials under the action of forcesproperties of materials under the action of forces properties of materials under the action of forces 
and deformations becomes an important and deformations becomes an important 
engineering consideration.engineering consideration.

The properties of materials when subjected to The properties of materials when subjected to 
t d t i ll dt d t i ll d “ h i l“ h i lstresses and strains are called stresses and strains are called “mechanical “mechanical 

properties”.properties”. In other words the properties that In other words the properties that 
determine the behavior of engineering mats underdetermine the behavior of engineering mats underdetermine the behavior of engineering mats under determine the behavior of engineering mats under 
applied forces are called applied forces are called “mechanical properties”“mechanical properties”. . 



The response of a material to applied forces The response of a material to applied forces 
depends on the type and nature of the bonddepends on the type and nature of the bonddepends on the type and nature of the bond depends on the type and nature of the bond 
and the structural arrangement of atoms, and the structural arrangement of atoms, 
molecules or ionsmolecules or ionsmolecules or ions.molecules or ions.

Basic deformation types for load carrying Basic deformation types for load carrying 
materials are:materials are:

1.1. Elastic deformation (deformations are Elastic deformation (deformations are 
instantaneously recoverable)instantaneously recoverable)

2.2. Plastic deformation (nonPlastic deformation (non--recoverable)recoverable)
3.3. Viscous deformation (time dependent Viscous deformation (time dependent 

deformation)deformation)
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Plastic DeformationPlastic Deformation
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ViscousViscous DeformationDeformationViscousViscous DeformationDeformation

Plastic deformations in noncrystalline solids (as wellPlastic deformations in noncrystalline solids (as wellPlastic deformations in noncrystalline solids (as well Plastic deformations in noncrystalline solids (as well 
as liquids) occurs by a viscous flow mechanism. as liquids) occurs by a viscous flow mechanism. 
Usually attributed to fluids But solidsUsually attributed to fluids But solids maymay alsoalsoUsually attributed to fluids.  But solids Usually attributed to fluids.  But solids may may also also 
behave like viscous materials under high behave like viscous materials under high 
temperature and pressuretemperature and pressuretemperature and pressure. temperature and pressure. 
Viscous materials deform steadily under stress. Viscous materials deform steadily under stress. 
D f i i d dD f i i d dDeformations are time dependent.Deformations are time dependent.



Based on the abovementionedBased on the abovementionedBased on the abovementioned Based on the abovementioned 
deformation characteristics, several deformation characteristics, several 

i l id li i ld b di l id li i ld b dmaterial idealizations could be made.  material idealizations could be made.  
Such as:Such as:

1.1. Elastic MaterialsElastic Materials

2.2. Plastic MaterialsPlastic Materials specimenextensometer2.2. Plastic Materials Plastic Materials 

3.3. Elastoplastic MaterialsElastoplastic Materials

44 Viscoelastic MaterialsViscoelastic Materials

specimenextensometer

4.4. Viscoelastic MaterialsViscoelastic Materials



1. Elastic Materials1. Elastic Materials

Return to the their original shape when the Return to the their original shape when the 
applied load is removed.applied load is removed.applied load is removed.applied load is removed.
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2. Plastic Materials2. Plastic Materials
No deformation is observed up to a certain limit.  No deformation is observed up to a certain limit.  
Once the load passes this limit, permanent Once the load passes this limit, permanent 
d f ti b dd f ti b ddeformartions are observed. deformartions are observed. 
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3. Elastoplastic Materials3. Elastoplastic Materials
Up to a limit shows elastic properties. Within this Up to a limit shows elastic properties. Within this 
limit if the load is removed, returns to its original limit if the load is removed, returns to its original 
shape. If the load passes the limit, plastic shape. If the load passes the limit, plastic 
deformations are observed.deformations are observed.
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4. Viscoelastic Material4. Viscoelastic Material
Deformations are timeDeformations are time--dependent.dependent.
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The physical properties of some substances depend The physical properties of some substances depend 
th r t ll r phi dir ti i hi h thth r t ll r phi dir ti i hi h thon the crystallographic direction in which the on the crystallographic direction in which the 

measurements are taken.measurements are taken.
F r mpl th l ti m d l th l tri lF r mpl th l ti m d l th l tri lFor example, the elastic modulus, the electrical For example, the elastic modulus, the electrical 
conductivity, and index of refraction may have conductivity, and index of refraction may have 
different values in the [100] and [111] directionsdifferent values in the [100] and [111] directionsdifferent values in the [100] and [111] directions.different values in the [100] and [111] directions.
This directionality of properties is termed as This directionality of properties is termed as 
anisotropy and it is associated with the variance ofanisotropy and it is associated with the variance ofanisotropy, and it is associated with the variance of anisotropy, and it is associated with the variance of 
atomic or ionic spacing with crystallographic atomic or ionic spacing with crystallographic 
direction. direction. 
Substances in which the measured properties are Substances in which the measured properties are 
independent of the direction of measurement are independent of the direction of measurement are pp
called isotropic. called isotropic. 





Isotropic materials have the same Isotropic materials have the same 
mechanical properties in all directionsmechanical properties in all directionsmechanical properties in all directions.mechanical properties in all directions.
Anisotropic materials show different behavior Anisotropic materials show different behavior 
i diff t di tii diff t di tiin different directions.in different directions.
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Hooke's Law

• Hooke's Law: For elastic materials, stress is linearly For elastic materials, stress is linearly 
proportional to strain and is independent of time.proportional to strain and is independent of time.

• Modulus of Elasticity, E:

proportional to strain and is independent of time.proportional to strain and is independent of time.
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For an anisotropic material, the linear equations For an anisotropic material, the linear equations 
between stress and strain components will be given between stress and strain components will be given 
by the following six equations known as the by the following six equations known as the 
“Gene ali ed Fo m of Hooke’s la ”“Gene ali ed Fo m of Hooke’s la ”“Generalized Form of Hooke’s law”“Generalized Form of Hooke’s law”..

CC CC CC CC CC CCσσxx xx = C= C1111εεxxxx+C+C1212εεyyyy+C+C1313εεzzzz+C+C1414γγxyxy+C+C1515γγxzxz+C+C1616γγyzyz

σσyyyy = C= C2121εεxxxx +C+C2222εεyyyy+C+C3333εεzzzz+...........+...........
σσzzzz = C= C3131εεxx xx + C+ C3232εεyyyy+..........+..........
ττxyxy = C= C4141εεxx xx +...........+...........
ττxzxz = C= C5151εεxx xx +...........+...........
ττyzyz = C= C6161εεxx xx +...........+...........



The six equations of Generalized Hooke’s Law can 
be written in matrix form:be written in matrix form:

Stresses Elastic constants Strains 



Stress-strain relationships such as these are 
known as constitutive relationsknown as constitutive relations. 

It can be shown that CIt can be shown that C1212=C=C2121, C, C3131=C=C1313......
Therefore, the number of elastic constants Therefore, the number of elastic constants ,,
reduce to 21 for an anisotropic material.reduce to 21 for an anisotropic material.

The number of independent elastic constants The number of independent elastic constants 
reduce to 2 for isotropic materials In factreduce to 2 for isotropic materials In factreduce to 2 for isotropic materials. In fact, reduce to 2 for isotropic materials. In fact, 
there are 4 constants (E, there are 4 constants (E, νν, , K, G) 2 of which K, G) 2 of which 
are independentare independentare independent.are independent. Elastic constants



For an isotropic material the Generalized Hooke’s For an isotropic material the Generalized Hooke’s pp
Law yields:Law yields:

E ν and G areE, ν and G are 
known as elastic 
constants.constants.



ISOTROPIC MATERIAL in ISOTROPIC MATERIAL in 
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ISOTROPIC MATERIAL in ISOTROPIC MATERIAL in 
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